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Headteacher’s Update
New Parent Welcome Meetings
On Wednesday 30th and Thursday 1st July, new parent welcome meetings took place for the
Nursery and EYFS parents. One meeting was socially distanced in the playground and the other
was on zoom. When your children start school, it is such a landmark in life and for a number of the parents it was the first time they
had been on to the school site.
Dress Code Reminder
We have all had great fun dressing up today and certainly looked great. However, can we all be mindful of the School dress code usually. Certain standards are expected to be in place and there has been a little slippage recently. Can we all remember the basics:
Long hair needs to be tied back
Extreme haircuts are not permitted
Trainers should only be worn on PE days
Appropriate length shorts only please
Great News
The roof has finally been finished and the last bits of snagging have been signed off. Now on to the next refurbishment of the new Toilet Block. Westlea will be looking great soon enough!
Wellbeing Tip—Relaxation
Planned relaxation calms anxiety and helps your body and mind recover from every day rush and stress.
Music, a long soak in the bath, or a walk in the park do the trick for some people. Relaxation is one of the
most effective self-help activities for good mental health. It can be a useful addition to any other form of treatment as well as being an
effective measure to prevent the development of stress and anxiety. Make sure you all take care.
Attendance
This weeks attendance was 97% Well done

Ash Class Isla for growing in confidence with her reading.

Maple
Class

Cameron, Scarlett and Luke for amazing Little
Boat stories.

Elm Class Ava for always being a kind friend.

Rowan
Class

Emily for a brilliant running stitch on her pencil
case

Cherry
Class

Florence for her kindness and being a lovely
friend

Pine Class Emily Mc – For her outstanding attitude and in-

Willow
Class

Caitlyn for excellent printing work in art.

Oak Class Szymon for his efforts in maths this week.

Sycamore Faith for excellent map work, drawing the Great
Class
Western Railway route and landmarks.

credible work throughout all subjects.

Hazel
Class

The whole class for being brilliant this week!

Beech
Class

Cayden. Even though he has badly hurt his fingers, he has joined in with everything & never
once used it as an excuse. A great example of
resilience. I am very proud of you for this.

This week in Ash class we have started our topic of 'Under the Sea'. we have produced lots of art
pieces using paint and wax resist. We have also used the Ipads and books to find out facts about
sea creatures. We have learnt many interesting facts.

Elm class have been using ipads to search the internet and
find out lots of amazing facts
about sea creatures.

This week in Science we talked about
night and day. We used a torch and a tennis ball to replicate the sun and the earth!
We also visited the sensory garden in
school and sketched the beautiful plants
and flowers. We had fun making our
sandwiches and snack pots. They were
very tasty!!

We are still going mad for Meerkats in Willow Class. Sadly, Sunny has made his way
back to the Kalahari Desert, but he has
inspired us to write our own nonchronological reports all about Meerkats.
We are hoping to complete these next
week and share them with you then. In
Maths we have been learning how to give
and receive directions to make our way
through mazes we have drawn. Finally, in
art we have been making our own
block prints and been using these to
print patterns in our sketchbooks.
Next week we will be using our block
prints to print onto fabric!

Did you know that a group of Meerkats is called a
Mob? Or that they eat Scorpions? We have been
researching some fascinating Meerkat facts - read
all about them in our Meerkat fact-files which we
will be typing up in Computing on Purple Mash! It’s
Simples! In Maths we've been using arrays and our
times tables to help us answer multiplication and
division questions. We even used arrays to show
that multiplication is commutative! In Art, we used
a range of different materials to create large, 3D
pictures of flowers in the style of Georgia O'Keefe
and in History we learnt all about the GWR! For PE,
we have been taking part in the 'Animal Olympics.
In History, we’ve been ‘on the right track’, exploring
the route of the Great Western Railway, through
building the tracks with Brio and drawing maps
with landmarks such as the Clifton Suspension
Bridge - another world famous design of Brunel’s!

Maple class have had another busy week;
we have finished writing our ‘Little Boat’
stories and they are amazing. In History
we've been learning about Henry VIII and
his six wives. In science we had a very exciting week extracting DNA from strawberries! Our PE this term has been rounders and we played some small sided
matches on Wednesday - our hitting is
getting better.

This week we finally wrote our very own newspaper article, all about 1066, which we all really enjoyed. In Maths we have been looking at designing
our own graphs as well as collecting data from
them. We had an awesome time making our very
own Viking Long Boats this week and we are looking forward to painting them next week.

We have had fun solving lots of problems in
Maths this week. We worked in groups to
solve them and we found some very tricky.
Here are some examples of the problems we
solved...

This week we have been role playing, writing
and acting out our Play Scripts for the when
Stanley returned from the Warden's Hut. It
has been great fun, especially seeing Levi as
Mr Sir. In Maths, we have moved onto Pie
charts and how we use them to help us solve
problems. We have also completed our Day
of Sports in PE and had great fun. Plus, our
amazing hoodies and yearbooks arrived! They
look amazing!

This week in Rowan class we've been writing
non-chronological reports about the Roman
Baths. We found out about the different
areas of the baths, like the caldarium, that
they used a metal tool to scrape dirt from
the body, and that they heated the floor
using underground furnaces. We've explored
3D shapes, been shocked by how much sugar is in different foods and drinks and asked
for kilograms of vegetables in French!

In Science this week, we made boats out of
cardboard and then raced them to see how
streamline they were. We then made adjustments if we needed to.
We’ve continued to read ‘Goodnight Mr
Tom’ and had lots of fun in class for ‘Wacky
Wear Day’

Assemblies this
week…
This week we heard the story ‘The
Creature and the Cave’ from the
Book of Hopes.
It reminds us to celebrate our differences and to
accept diversity.
Such a great message, especially before our wacky
clothes day today!

IN OTHER NEWS….
Express Yourself
Today the children and staff have taken part in a fundraiser to repair the statue at
the front of school. The statue has been in
school since 2003 and is called ‘Together’.
It was commissioned to celebrate the
school being open for 20 years.
Everyone looked great dressed up and in
total we have raised 216.00!!
This, along with a previous fundraiser
done by the Westlea Primary Support
Squad, means that they have raised
enough money to repair the statue. So
thank you everyone for your donations!!

General Reminders
Face Masks - Face masks should be worn at all times whilst on school property unless you have
an exemption.
Covid Tests - if you or a family member has had to have a COVID-19 test please make sure you
inform school of the test results BEFORE sending your child back in. Test results should be sent to
admin1@westlea.swindon.sch.uk
Bikes and Scooters - please DO NOT ride bikes or scooters through the school grounds or in the
car park at any time
Reports – the end of school reports will be sent out on Friday 9th July.

WOW!!
A huge congratulations to a previous student
Ben who has been selected for the GB
Wheelchair Basketball Team at
the Paralympics taking place in
Tokyo!!
We will be following his success and are so proud of him.
Go Team GB!

